


ATRIUM PALACE
Thalasso Spa Resort & Villas

scape into the idyllic

world of The Atrium

Palace, with its stun-

ning rooms, villas and

AnaGenesis Thalasso

Spa, a step away from

the waters of the

Mediterranean Sea.

It is the ideal destina-

tion for relaxing and

memorable holidays.
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he hotel is situated in

the tranquil bay of

Kalathos on the east

coast of Rhodes Island,

with crystal clear

waters and close to

the picturesque village

of Lindos, the most

attractive region of the

island with its unique

beauties of nature and

cultural heritage.





he architecture of

the hotel is an expres-

sion of the distinctive

blend of the island’s

historical trends

derived from the

passing of centuries

and civilisations.





parkling blue pools

and cascading water-

falls create a truly

exotic and tropical

oasis. The exquisite

gardens envelop

guests with their won-

derful colours and

fragrances carried by

the caress of the sea

breeze.
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he luxuriously deco-

rated and spacious

guest rooms are

spread graciously

throughout a haven of

inner courtyards and

bridges. The views

of the Mediterranean

Sea are simply

breathtaking.



ACCOMMODATION
Enjoy moments of relaxation....



he villas each have

their own beautiful

wooden pergola that

meets the private

heated pool.

A perfect setting for

romantic evenings

under the moonlight

and stars.



THE VILLAS
...Escape into luxury



ach villa - Deluxe,

Executive, Superior

and Presidential -

combine personal

service and private fa-

cilities and are a trib-

ute to luxury. All

beautifully furnished

with exclusive, locally

handcrafted furniture

and elegant marble-

lined bathrooms with

Jacuzzi bath for the

ultimate in comfort.
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DINING
Gastronomy is defined by its excellence....

hree luxurious
restaurants, “Asterias”
(beachfront a la carte),
“Poseidon” (poolside a
la carte) and “Sympo-
sium” (main breakfast
& dinner), grace the 
resort serving Interna-
tional and Greek cui-
sine.  Indulge in
superb dishes, from
fresh seafood to the
unmistakable taste of
Mediterranean cuisine.
The “Il Cavaliere”
Piano Bar, two pool
bars and the beach
bar allow guests to 
unwind and relax with
colourful and refresh-
ing beverages.

GREAT HOTELS
OF  THE  WORLD





or a truly magical
and unforgettable wed-
ding there is no better
place to get married
than at Atrium Palace. 
We can organise your
wedding to be held 
privately in the stun-
ningly exotic grounds
of the hotel or in the 
famous town of Lindos,
at the breathtaking bay
of St Paul's chapel.
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…creating unique memories of the most special day of your lives!



overing a space of

over 2000sqm, the

state of the art 

AnaGenesis Thalasso

Spa Centre is unique

and specially designed

for absolute rejuvena-

tion and relaxation. 

A welcoming team of

specially trained per-

sonnel offer innovative

treatments with pure

marine resources and

products. 

For complete harmony

of body and soul.
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ANA ENESIS THALASSO SPA

GREAT HOTELS
OF  THE  WORLD








